COMBUSTIBLE DUST CONTROL IN
THE WOODWORKING INDUSTRY
When you work with wood, sawdust is inevitable. But dust buildup doesn't
have to be. SonicAire specializes in dust control for woodworking facilities
around the globe.

THE HAZARDS OF WOOD DUST
Every surface in a woodworking facility collects dust, which can
pose a serious health risk. Sawing, planing, routing, and sanding
are obvious dust-producing processes, but other processes,
such as sawdust delivery and pelletization, can also produce
dust. Advances in wood production haven’t made dust control
any easier. The increased production capabilities of highefficiency machines result in finer dust particles and a greater
amount of dust as a result. Unfortunately, even the most
modern dust collection methods have a hard time keeping up
high levels of dust production.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WOOD DUST
WOOD DUST IS COMBUSTIBLE.

You probably already know that, sure. But here's why: Because wood dust is so ﬁne, each
particle of dust has a huge surface area compared to its mass. Burning can only occur on
the surface, where it reacts to oxygen, as dust is far more ﬂammable than other materials.
All combustible dust needs to create a catastrophic event are the 4 additional elements on
the featured pentagon graphic.

THERE ARE FEDERAL STANDARDS.

If you have combustible dust, you should be aware of the federal requirements to keep your facility safe and compliant. You'll
need to review the two standards on dust and ﬁres in the wood industry issued by the National Fire Protection Association.
NFPA 652, Standard on the Fundamentals of Combustible Dust. This standard details combustible dust in the workplace
and describes several ways to safely eliminate the risks associated. You'll also ﬁnd the requirement of a Dust Hazard
Analysis (DHA) in all facilities with combustible dust.
NFPA 664, Standard for the Prevention of Fires and Explosions in Wood Processing and Woodworking Facilities. In this
standard, you'll ﬁnd the exact amount of dust you are permitted before it becomes a ﬁre hazard. (To quote the standard,
"A deﬂagration hazard shall be determined to exist where the layer of accumulated fugitive wood dust on upward-facing
surfaces exceeds 3.2mm (1/8”) over 5 percent of the area or 93m2 (1000 ft2), whichever is smaller.")

SONICAIRE DUST CONTROL FANS ELIMINATE ALL CONCERN OF WOOD DUST.

Dust control fans are mentioned speciﬁcally in NFPA 652, and SonicAire fans come with a guarantee of compliance and
safety. Once you've installed our fans, these wood dust worries become a thing of the past.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO DO ABOUT WOOD DUST
CONDUCT A DUST HAZARD ANALYSIS (DHA).

A DHA is mandatory for all facilities with combustible dust, as we mentioned above. But what happens if you don't
have one? You may be ﬁned by OSHA, or you may have your facility shut down until you ﬁx the issue. Without
knowing the speciﬁc areas of concern that a DHA details, you put your employees and your entire facility at risk.
Simply put, it's not worth the risk.

RESOLVE ALL ISSUES FOUND ON THE DHA.

The DHA will explain every concern your facility has for combustible dust and propose solutions for each. You
can opt for the solutions they suggest, or you may ﬁnd alternatives that ﬁt your facility better. (Check with the
inspectors, though. It may not be a negotiable item for compliance.)

CONTROL YOUR FACILITY'S WOOD DUST.

This may be obvious, especially after all you've read here, but you'll need to ﬁnd a solution that works for your
company. Clean it manually with dedicated employees, repurpose your employees frequently to remove the dust,
hire a cleaning crew, or prevent it from accumulating. Just remember: as with any mess, it's far easier to prevent it
from happening than to clean it up. SonicAire dust control fans will prevent accumulation, keeping your facility
safe and compliant.

CATCH WHAT YOUR FILITRATION SYSTEM MISSES.

When your ﬁltration system isn't catching all the fugitive dust in your facility, you'll need to take steps to prevent
the build up in additional ways. Remember, a ﬁltration system simply isn't meant to catch it all.

HOW DO SONICAIRE FANS KEEP YOUR FACILITY
SAFE AND COMPLIANT?
THERMAL-CURRENT CONTROL
Typical airﬂow involves warm air currents naturally rising and lifting dust to
overhead structures, where it accumulates quickly. SonicAire’s industrial dust
control fans prevent these naturally occurring upward thermal currents from
holding dust in the air in the ﬁrst place. Our fans create an air barrier below the
overhead structures, so the dust doesn’t rise above them and settle on top.

HIGH-VELOCITY AIRFLOW
SonicAire’s specialized fans use high-velocity airﬂow to clean overhead areas.
This ultra-powerful airﬂow eﬀectively prevents the accumulation of combustible
dust on overhead structures and provides better dust control for your wood
production facility.
Using these two unique and eﬃcient approaches, and with the help of our engineering team, you can be assured that
dust accumulation in your facility will be kept at a safe, minimal level.
Contact us today to speak to one of our trained specialists about how SonicAire can mitigate the danger of this dust in your
facility. We would love to show you exactly how to make your workspace as safe as possible from dangerous buildup and
save you time and money from having to do manual clean-up.
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